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Social Organizations Law
Published in official Gazette

Article 1:

This law has been enacted in the light of Afghanistan's 1964 constitution (Article Nr 32) for the establishment and activities of the social organizations.

Article 1:

1: Social organizations (communities and association) are the voluntarily unity of the internal real person and Body Corporate, organized for ensuring social, cultural, educational, legal, artistic and vocational activities.
2: The real person mentioned in item of this article should be the citizen of the country and have completed the 18 years of age.

Article 3:
Social organization should take in consideration for performance of its work the teaching of Islam, commands of constitution and provisions of this law

Article 4:
Body corporate of social Organization is acknowledged when its constitutions is arranged according to the provision of this law, approved, registered and published.

Article: 5
The Social Organization can not do any activity beyond the activity area which has been mentioned in the constitution.

Chapter Two

Method for establishment of Social Organizations and their activities

Article 6:
(1) Applications for the establishment of the Social Organization will be submitted by the founder group who are not less then ten people together with its constitution to the to the ministry of justice;
(2) The ministry of Justice will declare the acceptance or refusal of the applicants maximally within thirty days from the date when the application has been received.
(3) If the application is approved ministry of justice will register it and issue activity permit.
(4) If the applicants are considering the decision of the ministry of justice on refusal of application against provision of law they can refer to the relevant court,
Article 7:
(1) Two social organizations cannot be established under the same name, carrying out the same activity and having the same objectives.
(2) Two or more then two social organizations, which are having close objectives and activities, can establish union of relevant organizations.

Article 8:
The Social Organizations must keep proper accounting records and books.

Article 9:
Constitutions of social organizations are approved by its founders and the contents are as following:

1. Title and goals of the social organization.
2. Field of activity, duties and method of its work.
3. Conditions of membership duties and responsibilities of them
4. Conditions for expulsion from membership and adopting other disciplinary punishment.
5. Organizational structure
6. Determination of period and method of invitation for convention of General assembly and its competence
7. The leading organs’ election procedure and their authorities.
8. Mentioning the name of managing board or executive board
9. Method of control of internal activity of the organization
10. Stating the source of finance and method of its supervision
11. The names of three people responsible for financial affairs should be mentioned.
12. Method of amendments and changes in the constitution or its joining with other similar organizations.
13. Determining the original location for its activity and establishing its agencies
14. Social organization dissolution and financial affairs settlement

Article 10:
(1) The social organization residence cannot be located out side the country.
(2) The social organizations, which are located outside the country and are administrated by Afghans, can open their agencies inside the country ,their activities would be subject to the provision of this law.

Chapter Three

The Social Organization Dissolution and Termination of its activity

Article 10:
The social organizations’ dissolution, will take place by decision of the general assembly according to its constitution
Article 11:

The dissolution of the social organization will take place by the discretion of attorney general .in following circumstances.

1. Non-observance of commitments mentioned in this constitution
2. Performance of the activity against the provision of constitution

Article 13:

Claims on the dissolution of social organization mentioned in article 12 of this law will be solved based on the written request of attorney through relevant court according to the command of law.

Article 14:

1. if the court decides on the dissolution of the social organization, should assign one or more than one person for settlement of financial affairs and distribution of the revenue of the social organization respecting the relevant provision of relevant constitution
2. If there is no provision in the constitution on distribution of revenue, the court can transfer this revenue to the social organization, institution or association which their goal and objective are close to the dissolved social organization

Article 15:

The founders of the social organization cannot include the subjects in the constitution, which authorize to transfer the revenue of the social organization to the individuals, families or their heirs after its dissolution.

Chapter Four

Miscellaneous Provisions

Article 16:

Financial resources of the social organizations are open. The social organization can spent its resources only for achieving the goals of the organization.

Article 17:

Social organization can have publication for dissemination of its objectives according to the law provisions.

Article 18:

Foreign citizens can obtain the honorary membership of the social organization with the permission of the ministry of justice.

Article 19

1. Ministry of justice will establish an office for studying coordination of the work and to study the request of the social organization as well as its constitution.
(2) The duties and authorities of the administration mentioned in item 1 of this law will be organized by separate by law

**Article 20:**

The social organizations, which are established before effectiveness of this law, are responsible to submit their constitution to the ministry of justice within two months after the publication of this law in official gazette for studying and obtaining approval

**Article 21:**

Activity permit of Social organization its form and content will be arranged by ministry of justice and will be given to the applicant after receiving a determined sum of money

**Article 22:**

Social organization can have its own specific emblem

**Article 23:**

Those Provisions which have not been anticipated in this law the command of articles no (403 to 439) of civil law is applicable

**Article 24:**

The social organization is having its own specific stamp, which bares the name the organization.

**ARTICLE 25:**

This law is effective from the date of its signature and should be publishes in official gazette, with the validity of this law social organization law published in official gazette date 30-1-1-1369 (19 April 1980) is abolished.
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